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Did you know that there were two Declarations of
Independence written on the same day (see next
page)? One was written by the Crown (now known as
the Three-City Empire which consists of the City of
Washington D.C., City of London, and Vatican City),
and the other was drafted by the Committee of Five
(John Adams, Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Jefferson,
Robert Livingston, and Roger Sherman) of the Second
Continental Congress, which consisted of the 56
delegates representing the 13 colonies on July 4, 1776.
Why is John Hancock's signature on both documents?
Who was Charles Thomson?
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John Hancock served as president of the
Second Continental Congress of the United
States (the Crown of Great Britain, the
bank), and in which an agreement was
made with the United States of America
(the other bank) by way of the Paris
Treaty/Treaty of Peace in 1783. The U.S.
Constitution was brought forward in 1789,
illustrating the agreement between the
United States and the United States of
America (the 2 banks). Charles Thomson
was secretary of the Continental Congress
and is responsible for designing The Great
Seal of the United States, which features
the national coat of arms of the United
States, and the reverse features a pyramid
topped by an Eye of Providence, which is
symbolic of Satanism, the Illuminati, and
Freemasonry. The seal contains three
Roman phrases: E Pluribus Unum ("Out of
many, one"), Annuit cœptis ("(Providence)
has favored our undertakings"), and Novus
ordo seclorum ("New order of the ages"),
or the New World Order.

It is evident that John
Hancock and Charles
Thomson, and several others
including David Hartley Esq.,
John Adams Esq., Benjamin
Franklin Esq., and John Jay
Esq. (all who were attorneys
holding title of nobility)
committed treason by
betraying their countrymen
and exercising their
allegiance to the Crown. To
review the Paris
Treaty/Treaty of Peace of
1783, visit
https://founders.archives.gov
/documents/Franklin/01-4002-0356

ROE vs wade
Roe vs Wade was the 1973
Supreme Court ruling that
legalized abortion nationwide
and was supposedly based on
the idea that the Texas criminal
abortion statutes were
unconstitutional. 'Jane Roe'
was a pseudonym for Norma
McCorvey, who was 22,
unmarried, unemployed and
pregnant for the third time in
1969 when she sought to have
an abortion in the political
subdivision of Texas. By the
time the U.S. Supreme Court
ruled in her favor,
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McCorvey had given birth to a girl
whom she placed for adoption.
For reference, the Greek origin of
pseudonym (and even of its
parts) is pretty obvious: Greek
pseudṓ nymos “under a false
name, falsely called” is a
compound whose first element
pseudo- “false, lying” is a
combining form of pseûdos “a
lie.” Roe vs Wade was passed
because Roe, or Norma McCorvey,
lied about being raped and
admitted it on live television. The
previous ruling also allowed for
the slaughter of human beings,
paving the way for the Satanic
practices of organ harvesting,
cannibalism, and human child
sex trafficking. To view
McCorvey's confession, visit
https://youtu.be/ufi6QUKe2Tg
See what the Government of The
United States has been doing
since 2019:
https://americanheraldnews.com
/?p=2668

what is drag or drag
queens?
Dressing in drag, or a drag
queen, is a biological male
playing dress up while
indoctrinating children into
pedophilia. It is a form of gay
entertainment sought to recruit
children through sexual
attraction and aroused fantasies.
Pedophilia is any sexual interest
in children, or the act of child
sexual abuse, which include any
sexual interest in minors below
the local age of consent and/or
age of majority, regardless of
their level of physical or mental
development.
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Drag queens and drag culture
tend to be hypersexualized,
mimicking strippers in revealing
costumes, portraying
exaggerated and objectified
women, and performing
sexualized dances with or
without children. This is a way to
groom children to accept the
behavior and this appearance of
men, making it easier for
children to become targets for
pedophiles. The self-proclaimed
elites practice pedophilia and
degeneracy, and they want the
public to participate in their
Satanic agenda.

https://northamericannationalparty.com

'dear tom'
Q: What does the 4th of July
symbolize?
A: Lies.

continental public bank &
the continental dollar
(cdlb)

https://continentalpublicbank.com/

